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Postsecondary ESL students benefit greatly from academic vocabulary instruction because of the highly specialized lexis and tasks used in higher education. In order to increase students’ knowledge of and successful use of academic words, teachers should focus on building metalinguistic awareness of university-task assignments and field vocabulary.

This type of instruction, though, is not always easy to do. Since these academic words qualify as generally low-frequency words due to their scholastic nature, they appear more complex and students are most unfamiliar with them. The following activities are designed to build a conscious awareness of words that require more attention and focus in order to better retain their meaning and use. Teachers can start by performing an assessment to determine which fields of study are represented in the classroom and classifying them under a general discipline such as humanities, natural sciences, or business.

Crosswords (to build vocabulary across disciplines)
These words can be used from the academic word list (AWL). The teacher hands a different set of previously studied vocabulary words to each student. Students then create their own crossword puzzle with the given vocabulary words providing brief easy-to-understand definitions as clues. Next, students trade their crossword puzzles with someone who used different words. The teacher can control the difficulty level of the assignment by starting off with fewer than 10 words in each set and increasing to 15 or more words in the future. Word banks can be provided to aid students.

Synonym/Antonym Chart (to build vocabulary across disciplines)
These words can be used from the AWL and should be previously studied. The class can work with 10 words from the AWL at a time. The teacher begins by writing the ten words on the board. Then each student is given a medium-sized poster board, which is divided into three columns and ten rows. Students are instructed to write the ten vocabulary words down the middle column. The left column represents synonyms of each vocabulary word, and the right column represents the antonyms. As a class, and independently, students fill in appropriate synonyms and antonyms for each vocabulary word. Teachers can work through the AWL alphabetically so that at the end of the semester, if students have completed several charts, they will already be in alphabetical order and it will be easy to reference words. An example of a set of words across a row may look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>personal</th>
<th>individual</th>
<th>collective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>noteworthy</td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>trivial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Connotation Chart (to build vocabulary for evaluation)
This activity is meant for words that are used to review and critique articles, reports, or texts, and usually qualify as adjectives or adverbs. A connotation chart will help students use the appropriate feeling of a word to reflect his or her interpretation of the material. Teachers pass back a medium-sized poster board, which is divided into three columns and ten rows. The middle column is designated for neutral evaluation words. The students, working with ten vocabulary
words at a time, write the words down the center column. The right column represents similar words with a positive connotation. Students can work as a class or independently to brainstorm appropriate words. The same is done for the left column, which represents words with a negative connotation. An example of a set of words across a row may look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>notorious</th>
<th>controversial</th>
<th>thought-provoking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dramatic</td>
<td>emotional</td>
<td>passionate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Article Analysis** (to build field and task specific vocabulary)
This activity should come after some instruction on how to recognize important words in a text. This can include training students to focus on thesis and topic sentences in order to note repetitive words and specific naming words. To begin the analysis, the teacher passes out various articles to students according to their field of study or allows students to bring in their own article. Students read through their articles and underline words that reflect research, analysis, and evaluation, in addition to terms deemed field-specific. Next, students break into groups and discuss their articles and the use of vocabulary terms. Then, as a class, comments can be discussed and vocabulary words repeated across articles can be compared. Finally, students can write their own evaluation of the article or study and turn in their work as an assignment.

**Guest Speaker** (adapted from Coxhead, 2012, to build field specific vocabulary)
Teachers can ask guest lecturers or representatives of various disciplines to speak in front of the class and to provide a list of articles or readings addressed in class. Students should be encouraged to ask questions about research and tasks expected of their field and to take notes on speeches. The teacher can then assign students to complete research or written insight on an article using appropriate vocabulary for field.

Ultimately, these activities provide students with opportunities for meaningful use of academic vocabulary. By building their students’ metalinguistic awareness of those words that are considered important to interpretation and comprehension, teachers not only improve students’ reading of a text but also completion of academic tasks. Of course, with an increased knowledge of vocabulary will come an increase in confidence and motivation. As Coxhead (2012) stresses, another benefit of focusing on vocabulary is that having the ability to use vocabulary properly in writing and speaking may suggest that one is a competent member of the academic community.
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